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Madrid.—Spain does not reject the 
setting of conditions on the dis-
bursement of European Union 
funds to help countries recover 
from the coronavirus pandemic, 

nor strong governance to oversee 
their distribution, Foreign Minister 
Arancha Gonzalez Laya said yester-
day. 

“Spain has clear ideas: We don’t re-

ject conditionality,” Gonzalez Laya 
said in an interview with Cadena 
SER radio. “We need a basis that 
gives confidence to us and to our 
partners.”

Spain does not reject 
conditions on EU fund 
transfers: foreign minister

B 
ritain has signed deals to secure 90 
million doses of two possible CO-
VID-19 vaccines from an alliance 
of Pfizer Inc and BioNTech, and 

French group Valneva, the business minis-
try said yesterday. 

Britain secured 30 million doses of the ex-
perimental BioNTech/Pfizer vaccine, and a 
deal in principle for 60 million doses of the 
Valneva vaccine, with an option of 40 mil-
lion more doses if it was proven to be safe, 
effective and suitable, the ministry said. 

With no working vaccine against COVID-
19 yet developed, Britain now has three dif-

ferent types of vaccine under order and a to-
tal of 230 million doses potentially avail-
able. “This new partnership with some of 
the world’s foremost pharmaceutical and 
vaccine companies will ensure the UK has 
the best chance possible of securing a vac-
cine that protects those most at risk,” busi-
ness minister Alok Sharma said. 

Financial terms were not disclosed. 
The deals follow a previously announced 

agreement with AstraZeneca for the firm to 
produce 100 million doses of its potential 
vaccine being developed in partnership 
with the University of Oxford.

Britain secures 90 million 
possible COVID-19 vaccine doses 
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